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One Christmas Wish
A Scott O'Dell Award-winning graphic artist visualizes the story of young Henry, who in 1908 Muskegon, Michigan, bonds
with a young Buster Keaton over games of baseball while the latter summers locally with a troupe of vaudeville performers.

The Kneebone Boy
When authorities threaten to take Sophie, twelve, from Charles who has been her guardian since she was one and both
survived a shipwreck, the pair goes to Paris to try to find Sophie's mother, and they are aided by Matteo and his band of
"rooftoppers."

Open Very Carefully
A poignant, often laugh-out-loud funny and unforgettable snapshot of small-town adolescence and the heart-stopping power
of female friendship for fans of Caitlin Moran and Lena Dunham. I just can't imagine me without you It's the mid-1990s, and
fifteen year-old Guernsey schoolgirls, Renée and Flo, are not really meant to be friends. Thoughtful, introspective and
studious Flo couldn't be more different to ambitious, extroverted and sexually curious Renée. But Renée and Flo are united
by loneliness and their dysfunctional families, and an intense bond is formed. Although there are obstacles to their
friendship (namely Flo's jealous ex-best friend and Renée's growing infatuation with Flo's brother), fifteen is an age where
anything can happen, where life stretches out before you, and when every betrayal feels like the end of the world. For
Renée and Flo it is the time of their lives. ----- 'A really gorgeous and nostalgic read' Marie Claire 'As brilliant as you would
expect . . . Funny, sad and incredibly poignant' Stylist 'Funny and touching . . . a must for anyone who has experienced the
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joy - and pain - of teenage friendship' Grazia 'She has nailed every high school girl's defining moments' Jo Elvin, editor,
Glamour

Marianne Dreams
After a catastrophic Unknown Event leaves the colony ship Orion stranded deep in space, it's up to thirteen-year-old Beth
and her friends to navigate through treacherous and uncharted territory and reach safety. But a heavily damaged ship, a
mysterious alien species, space pirates, and an Artificial Intelligence which Beth suspects may be lying to her mean that
getting home has never been so difficult. Hugely gripping, with incredible twists and a fast-paced, action-packed story, this
is an unputdownable science fiction adventure - perfect for fans of Mortal Engines and Star Wars.

Nightbird
Into the Jungle is a modern classic in the making, as Katherine Rundell creates charming and compelling origin stories for all
Kipling's best-known characters, from Baloo and Shere Khan to Kaa and Bagheera. As Mowgli travels through the Indian
jungle, this brilliantly visual tale, which weaves each short story together into a wider whole, will make readers both laugh
and cry. A gorgeously produced gift hardback with foiled cover, a ribbon marker and colour illustrations throughout by
creative genius Kristjana S Williams, this is truly a book for all the family to treasure and share. Rudyard Kipling's The Jungle
Book, first published by Macmillan in 1894, is one of the most enduring books of children's literature, delighting generations
of children. Katherine Rundell has taken this as the basis of her new and enchanting tale, sharing the early years of
favourite characters and informing the creatures they become in Kipling's classic, with stories about family and friendship,
loyalty and jungle law, and a final battle which will decide the future of the forest.

The Good Thieves
'Rundell is the real deal, a writer of boundless gifts and extraordinary imaginative power whose novels will be read,
cherished and reread long after most so-called "serious" novels are forgotten' ObserverKatherine Rundell - Fellow of All
Souls College, Oxford, and prize-winning author of five novels for children - explores how children's books ignite, and can reignite, the imagination; how children's fiction, with its unabashed emotion and playfulness, can awaken old hungers and
create new perspectives on the world. This delightful and persuasive essay is for adult readers.

Fallout
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The House on the Hill has been abandoned for as long as James can remember. So when he discovers Webster, a drifter,
hiding there, he's instantly curious about the story behind the homeless man. What is he running from? Afflicted by a dark
curse, Webster is no longer who he used to be. But there is said to be a cure and it might just be that by helping Webster,
James will find some solace of his own. Together they embark on a journey, not knowing that what they discover will impact
them both in ways they never imagined A gripping and haunting story about loss and hope, perfect for fans of Patrick Ness
and David Almond. "Beautifully written in smooth, elegant prose… an absolute delight to read. I felt utterly surrounded by
the story as I read I wanted it to go on forever."BookBag "I was totally lost in the story of James. If you loved Skelligby David
Almond, then this is the book for you." Serendipity Reviews "A definite must-read for fans of David Almond's Skellig… Follow
James through a journey of grief, loss, despair and survival - it's worth it." Book Angel Booktopia "exciting, compelling,
thought-provoking an absolute joy to read." BZFB "A gripping and atmospheric debut from Rupert Wallis." So Many Books,
So Little Time "A book that you can't stop thinking about, that you have to tell people about - the mark of a truly powerful
novel. A staggering debut" Writing From The Tub "The chief villain is fantastically creepy… fast-paced" SFX "Intense, dark,
brooding and highly adventurous. To me it screamed Neil Gaiman." Fiction Fascination "Wonderfully descriptive and evoked
real sinister and dark atmospheres a mysterious dark tale of hope, faith, family and trust." Dark Readers

The Dark Inside
From Boston Globe–Horn Book Award winner Katherine Rundell comes an exciting new novel about a group of kids who
must survive in the Amazon after their plane crashes. Fred, Con, Lila, and Max are on their way back to England from
Manaus when the plane they’re on crashes and the pilot dies upon landing. For days they survive alone, until Fred finds a
map that leads them to a ruined city, and to a secret.

Let's Pretend This Never Happened
After escaping a Soviet prison camp, Lina is pursued by a powerful witch and her shadow wolves in a riveting debut that
imbues frozen wilderness with fairy-tale magic. All that twelve-year-old Lina knows of the world is the Stalinist labor camp
where she was born, a place of hunger, cruelty, and deprivation. After a daring escape into the frigid Siberian wilds with her
best friend, Bogdan, Lina vows to reach Moscow and find her long-lost grandmother, whom she hopes will help her return to
the camp to rescue her mother. But out in the dark forests and haunted tundras, Lina and Bogdan catch the eye of a
vengeful witch, a refugee of oppressive new laws about magic, who commands an army of shadow wolves. She seems
drawn to some mysterious power within Lina herself. Pursued by the witch and in fear of recapture, Lina will need every
ounce of courage she has — and a whisper of her own magic — if she and Bogdan are to survive the journey and bring hope
to a dark place. An enthralling debut that weaves Russian fairy tales through fast-paced adventure.
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Whittington
Everyone tells Sophie that she was orphaned in a shipwreck, but she is convinced that her mother also survived. When no
one will believe her, she sets out to prove them wrong. On the run from the authorities, Sophie finds Matteo - a boy who
walks tightropes and lives in the sky. With the help of her loving guardian, Charles, who has taught her never to ignore a
'possible', they set out on a race across the rooftops of Paris. Will they be able to find her mother,before it's too late?

The Nowhere Emporium
Wilhelmina Silver's world is golden. Living half-wild on an African farm with her horse, her monkey and her best friend,
every day is beautiful. But when her home is sold and Will is sent away to boarding school in England, the world becomes
impossibly difficult. For lions and hyenas are nothing compared to packs of schoolgirls.

Paper Aeroplanes
“A dazzling tale of wild hope, lingering grief, admirable self-sufficiency, and intergenerational adoration.” —Publishers
Weekly (starred review) “Vita tests her own limits, and readers will thrill at her cleverness, tenacity, and close escapes.”
—Booklist “A satisfying adventure.” —Kirkus Reviews From award-winning author Katherine Rundell comes a fast-paced and
utterly thrilling adventure driven by the loyalty and love between a grandfather and his granddaughter. When Vita’s
grandfather’s mansion is taken from him by a powerful real estate tycoon, Vita knows it’s up to her to make things right.
With the help of a pickpocket and her new circus friends, Vita creates the plan: Break into the mansion. Steal back what’s
rightfully her grandfather’s. Expose the real estate tycoon for the crook he truly is. But 1920s Manhattan is ever-changing
and full of secrets. It might take more than Vita’s ragtag gang of misfits to outsmart the city that never sleeps. Awardwinning author Katherine Rundell has created an utterly gripping tour de-force about loyalty, trust, and the lengths to which
we’ll go for the ones we love.

My Jasper June
"Will must find her way after she's plucked out of a wonderful life in Zimbabwe and forced to go to boarding school in
England"--Provided by publisher.

Rooftoppers
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It isn’t easy being the rather overlooked and unhappy youngest sibling to sisters named for the other six days of the week.
Sunday’s only comfort is writing stories, although what she writes has a terrible tendency to come true. When Sunday
meets an enchanted frog who asks about her stories, the two become friends. Soon that friendship deepens into something
magical. One night Sunday kisses her frog goodbye and leaves, not realizing that her love has transformed him back into
Rumbold, the crown prince of Arilland—and a man Sunday’s family despises. The prince returns to his castle, intent on
making Sunday fall in love with him as the man he is, not the frog he was. But Sunday is not so easy to woo. How can she
feel such a strange, strong attraction for this prince she barely knows? And what twisted secrets lie hidden in his past—and
hers?

Bluffton
Kiko Himura yearns to escape the toxic relationship with her mother by getting into her dream art school, but when things
do not work out as she hoped Kiko jumps at the opportunity to tour art schools with her childhood friend, learning lifechanging truths about herself and her past along the way.

The Night Gardener
When the mysterious Nowhere Emporium arrives in Glasgow, orphan Daniel Holmes stumbles upon it quite by accident.
Before long, the 'shop from nowhere' -- and its owner, Mr Silver -- draw Daniel into a breathtaking world of magic and
enchantment. Recruited as Mr Silver's apprentice, Daniel learns the secrets of the Emporium's vast labyrinth of
passageways and rooms -- rooms that contain wonders beyond anything Daniel has ever imagined. But when Mr Silver
disappears, and a shadow from the past threatens everything, the Emporium and all its wonders begin to crumble. Can
Daniel save his home, and his new friends, before the Nowhere Emporium is destroyed forever? Scottish Children's Book
Award winner Ross MacKenzie unleashes a riot of imagination, colour and fantasy in this astonishing adventure, perfect for
fans of Philip Pullman, Corneila Funke and Neil Gaiman.

Shiverton Hall
Go on an adventure with Katherine Rundell Winner of the Waterstones Children's Book Prize | Winner of the Blue Peter Book
Award Shortlisted for the CILIP Carnegie Medal | From the winner of the Costa Children's Book Prize 'A writer with an utterly
distinctive voice and a wild imagination' – Philip Pullman 'Read everything she writes' – Daily Mail Everyone tells Sophie that
she was orphaned in a shipwreck – found floating in a cello case on the English Channel on her first birthday. But Sophie is
convinced her mother also survived. When the Welfare Agency threatens to separate her from her guardian and send her to
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an orphanage, Sophie takes matters into her own hands, starting with the only clue she has – the address of a cello-maker
in Paris. On the run from the authorities, Sophie finds Matteo and his network of rooftoppers – urchins who walk tightropes
and live in the sky. In a race across the rooftops of Paris, will they be able to find her mother before it's too late? Hopeful,
inspiring and thrilling in equal measure, this is a classic adventure story about pursuing your dreams and never ignoring a
possible.

Cakes in Space
A deliciously creepy tale that will have readers needing to keep the light on at night . . .

Enchanted
Gus Ramone is "good police," a former Internal Affairs investigator now working homicide for the city's Violent Crime
branch. His new case involves the death of a local teenager named Asa whose body has been found in a local community
garden.The murder unearths intense memories of a case Ramone worked as a patrol cop twenty years earlier, when he and
his partner, Dan "Doc" Holiday, assisted a legendary detective named T. C. Cook. The series of murders, all involving local
teenage victims, was never solved. In the years since, Holiday has left the force under a cloud of morals charges, and now
finds work as a bodyguard and driver. Cook has retired, but he has never stopped agonizing about the "Night Gardener"
killings.The new case draws the three men together on a grim mission to finish the work that has haunted them for years.
All the love, regret, and anger that once burned between them comes rushing back, and old ghosts walk once more as the
men try to lay to rest the monster who has stalked their dreams. Bigger and even more unstoppable than his previous
thrillers, George Pelecanos achieves in THE NIGHT GARDENER what his brilliant career has been building toward: a novel
that is a perfect union of suspense, character, and unstoppable fate.

Watch Over Me
For fans of The Chronicles of Narnia comes the first book in the Wildwood Chronicles, the New York Times bestselling
fantasy adventure series by Colin Meloy, lead singer of the Decemberists, and Carson Ellis, acclaimed illustrator of The
Mysterious Benedict Society. In Wildwood, Prue and her friend Curtis uncover a secret world in the midst of violent
upheaval—a world full of warring creatures, peaceable mystics, and powerful figures with the darkest intentions. And what
begins as a rescue mission becomes something much greater as the two friends find themselves entwined in a struggle for
the very freedom of this wilderness. A wilderness the locals call Wildwood. Wildwood captivates readers with the wonder
and thrill of a secret world within the landscape of a modern city. It feels at once firmly steeped in the classics of children's
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literature and completely fresh at the same time. The story is told from multiple points of view, and the book features more
than eighty illustrations, including six full-color plates, making this an absolutely gorgeous object. Supports the Common
Core State Standards

Cartwheeling in Thunderstorms
"When ten-year-old Astra and her family move to a new planet, she must save the spaceship and its crew from man-eating
cakes, aliens, and more"--Provided by publisher.

I Even Funnier
In James Patterson's follow-up to I Funny, middle schooler Jamie Grimm is ready for the national comedy semi-finals. . . but
when his family and friends need his help, will he have to put his dreams on hold? In this follow up to the #1 New York
Times bestseller I Funny, middle schooler Jamie Grimm has big dreams of being the best stand-up comic in the world-and he
won't let the fact that he's wheelchair-bound stand in his way. After winning the New York state finals in the Planet's
Funniest Kid Comic Contest, Jamie's off to Boston to compete in the national semi-finals. But when one of his best buddies
runs into trouble at school and a sudden family health scare rears its head, Jamie has to put his comedic ambitions on hold
and stand by the people he cares about. Can Jamie pass up the big competition for the sake of his friends and family?

Rollercoasters Rooftoppers
A powerful and haunting classic about a girl haunted by her own dreams. Ill and bored with having to stay in bed, Marianne
picks up a pencil and starts doodling - a house, a garden, a boy at the window. That night she has an extraordinary dream.
She is transported into her own picture, and as she explores further she soon realises she is not alone. The boy at the
window is called Mark, and his every movement is guarded by the menacing stone watchers that surround the solitary
house. Together, in their dreams, Marianne and Mark must save themselves The perfect gift for girls aged 8+, this wellloved classic will delight a new generation of readers of the Faber Children's Classics list.

Starfish
One of Dahl's beloved stories available for the first time in novel format and newly illustrated by Quentin Blake! Billy's mum
says he must never go out through the garden gate and explore the dark forest beyond. So, one day, he does exactly that!
There Billy meets the amazing Minpins, tiny people who live inside the hollow trees. But the Minpins are in danger. The
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terrible, galloping Gruncher stalks the forest, and the Minpins are disappearing in their thousands. Can Billy find a way to
destroy the hungry beast, once and for all--or will it gobble him up too? Illustrated by Quentin Blake for the first time, Billy
and the Minpins is a new interpretation of Roald Dahl's very last story (originally published in 1991) and marks nearly forty
years of their magical collaboration.

Chime
An "engrossing, hilarious, and tender" chronicle of a wildly flawed family that comes together -- in rehab, of all places -even as each member is on the verge of falling apart (Gretchen Rubin, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The
Happiness Project). Winner of the 2019 NCIBA Golden Poppy Book Award for Fiction Introducing the Kesslers: Marty, a
retired LA film producer whose self-worth has been eroded by age and a late-in-life passion for opioids; his daughter Janine,
former child star suffering the aftereffects of a life in the public eye; and granddaughter Hailey, the "less-than" twin sister,
whose inferiority complex takes a most unexpected turn. Nearly six thousand miles away, in London, celebrated author
Bunny Small, Marty's long-forgotten first wife, has her own problems: a "preposterous" case of writer's block, a monstrous
drinking habit, and a son who has fled halfway around the world to escape her. When Marty's pill-popping gets out of hand
and Bunny's boozing reaches crisis proportions, a perfect storm of dysfunction brings them all together at Directions,
Malibu's most exclusive and absurd rehab center. But for all their failings, the members of this estranged -- and strange -family love each other. Rich with warmth, humor, and deep insight, There's a Word for That is a comic ode to surviving the
people closest to us, navigating the perils of success, and taking one last look in the rearview mirror before mapping out the
road ahead.

The Eye of the North
A newly graduated Mila emerges from foster care to accept a job on an isolated Northern California Coast farm where she
confronts haunting memories and the traumas of her fellow residents.

Eco Rangers: Microbat Mayhem
Jamie thought today went well, given that Angeline got her hair tangled in a trinket hanging on her backpack and the school
nurse snipped two feet of silky blond hair from the left side of her head! Now she only looks like the 'prettiest girl in the
world¿ if you¿re standing on her right. Includes grey-scale illustrations, author-profile and book preview

Rooftoppers
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Sir Richard Francis Burton investigates a strange apparition called Spring Heeled Jack that has been assaulting young
women around London.

Wildwood
When an unthinkable nuclear attack occurs in an alternate-reality 1962, Scott is forced into his father's bomb shelter with
his family and neighbors, where they rapidly consume limited supplies and fear the worst about the fate of the world
outside. By the best-selling author of The Wave.

Rooftoppers
The Strange Affair of Spring Heeled Jack
For fans of Karen Foxlee’s Ophelia and the Marvelous Boy comes a rollicking debut about a young girl’s adventures in the
far reaches of the icy north. When Emmeline’s scientist parents mysteriously disappear, she finds herself heading for a safe
house, where allies have pledged to protect her. But along the way, she is kidnapped by the villainous Doctor Siegfried
Bauer, who is bound for the ice fields of Greenland. There he hopes to summon a mystical creature from the depths of the
ancient glaciers, a creature said to be so powerful that whoever controls it can control the world. Unfortunately, Bauer isn’t
the only one determined to unleash the creature. The North Witch has laid claim to the mythical beast, too, and
Emmeline—along with a scrappy stowaway named Thing—may be the only one with the power to save the world as we
know it. Can Emmeline face one of the greatest legends of all time—and live to tell the tale?

The Explorer
“The beauty of sky, music, and the belief in ‘extraordinary things’ triumph in this whimsical and magical tale” (Publishers
Weekly) about a girl in search of her past who discovers a secret rooftop world in Paris. Everyone thinks that Sophie is an
orphan. True, there were no other recorded female survivors from the shipwreck that left baby Sophie floating in the English
Channel in a cello case, but Sophie remembers seeing her mother wave for help. Her guardian tells her it is almost
impossible that her mother is still alive—but “almost impossible” means “still possible.” And you should never ignore a
possible. So when the Welfare Agency writes to her guardian, threatening to send Sophie to an orphanage, they takes
matters into their own hands and flee to Paris to look for Sophie’s mother, starting with the only clue they have—the
address of the cello maker. Evading the French authorities, she meets Matteo and his network of rooftoppers—urchins who
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live in the hidden spaces above the city. Together they scour the city in a search for Sophie’s mother—but can they find her
before Sophie is caught and sent back to London? Or, more importantly, before she loses hope? Phillip Pullman, author of
the His Dark Materials series, calls Rooftoppers “the work of a writer with an utterly distinctive voice and a wild
imagination.”

There's a Word for That
From beloved author Katherine Rundell comes a clever, funny, and poignant picture book about a lonely little boy who
wishes not to be alone on Christmas. A young boy’s Christmas Eve wish on a shooting star leads to an adventure with an
ever-hungry rocking horse, an angel whose wings are molting, a robin who has forgotten how to sing, and a rusting tin
drummer boy in Katherine Rundell’s classic Christmas story, with Emily Sutton’s gorgeous paintings.

Billy and the Minpins
“This book is a treasure—a touching story of friendship, loss, and finding beauty in the everyday, with characters who stay
with you long after you’ve turned the final page. I absolutely loved it.”—R. J. Palacio, New York Times bestselling author of
Wonder Laurel Snyder, author of Orphan Island, returns with another unforgettable story of the moments in which we find
out who we are, and the life-altering friendships that show us what we can be. The school year is over, and it is summer in
Atlanta. The sky is blue, the sun is blazing, and the days brim with possibility. But Leah feels. . . lost. She has been this way
since one terrible afternoon a year ago, when everything changed. Since that day, her parents have become distant, her
friends have fallen away, and Leah’s been adrift and alone. Then she meets Jasper, a girl unlike anyone she has ever
known. There’s something mysterious about Jasper, almost magical. And Jasper, Leah discovers, is also lost. Together, the
two girls carve out a place for themselves, a hideaway in the overgrown spaces of Atlanta, away from their parents and
their hardships, somewhere only they can find. But as the days of this magical June start to draw to a close, and the darker
realities of their lives intrude once more, Leah and Jasper have to decide how real their friendship is, and whether it can be
enough to save them both.

Into the Jungle
A crocodile falls into a quiet storybook and wreaks havoc on the characters, in a tale that invites youngsters to slam the
book shut or find the courage to take a peek inside.

Orion Lost
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Briony knows she is a witch. She knows that she is guilty of hurting her beloved stepmother. She also knows that, now her
stepmother is dead, she must look after her beautiful but complicated twin sister, Rose. Then the energetic, electric, goldenhaired Eldric arrives in her home town of Swampsea, and everything that Briony thinks she knows about herself and her life
is turned magically, dizzyingly, upside down.

The Girl Savage
The power of reading is beautifully captured in this 2006 Newbery Honor-winning book. Bernie keeps a barn full of animals
the rest of the world has no use for–two retired trotters, a rooster, some banty hens, and a Muscovy duck with clipped wings
who calls herself The Lady. When the cat called Whittington shows up one day, it is to the Lady that he makes an appeal to
secure a place in the barn. The Lady’s a little hesitant at first, but when the cat claims to be a master ratter, that clinches it.
Bernie’ s orphaned grandkids, Abby and Ben, come to the barn every day to help feed the animals. Abby shares her worry
that Ben can’t really read yet and that he refuses to go to Special Ed. Whittington and the Lady decide that Abby should
give Ben reading lessons in the barn. It is a balm for Ben when, having toughed out the daily lesson, Whittington comes to
tell, in tantalizing installments, the story handed down to him from his nameless forebearer, Dick Whittington’s cat–the
legend of the lad born into poverty in rural England during the Black Death, who runs away to London to seek his fortune.
This is an unforgettable tale about how learning to read saves one little boy. It is about the healing, transcendent power of
storytelling and how, if you have loved ones surrounding you and good stories to tell, to listen to, and to read, you have just
about everything of value in this world.

Why You Should Read Children's Books, Even Though You Are So Old and Wise
Life in a small town can be pretty boring when everyone avoids you like the plague. But after their father unwittingly sends
them to stay with an aunt who's away on holiday, the Hardscrabble children take off on an adventure that begins in the
seedy streets of London and ends in a peculiar sea village where legend has it a monstrous creature lives who is half boy
and half animal. . . . In this wickedly dark, unusual, and compelling novel, Ellen Potter masterfully tells the tale of one
deliciously strange family and a secret that changes everything.

Nevertell
In the days before the Russian Revolution, twelve-year-old Feodora sets out to rescue her mother when the Tsar's Imperial
Army imprisons her for teaching tamed wolves to fend for themselves.
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The Wolf Wilder
Bestselling author Alice Hoffman’s bewitching Nightbird is perfect for ages 10-13: love and friendship empower a lonely girl
to embrace her uniqueness and discover her strengths. Twig lives in Sidwell, where people whisper that fairy tales are real.
After all, her town is rumored to hide a monster. And two hundred years ago, a witch placed a curse on Twig’s family that
was meant to last forever. But this summer, everything will change when the red moon rises. It’s time to break the spell.
Praise Nominated for: The Great Stone Face Award (NH) Rebecca Caudill Young Readers’ Book Award (Illinois) The BlackEyed Susan Book Award (Maryland) “Hoffman reminds us that there are secrets everywhere . . . Nightbird soars.” —The
New York Times “Alice Hoffman has a gift for melding magic and realism in a way that makes nearly anything seem
possible.” —Shelf Awareness, Starred “The mix of romance and magic is irresistible.” —Kirkus Reviews What Other Authors
Are Saying “I love the way Alice Hoffman creates the most ordinary people and then turns their lives magical. . . .
[Nightbird] is like reentering a wonderful dream that you vaguely remember.” —Lois Lowry, two-time Newbery
Medal–winning author of The Giver
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